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Case Report
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Summary: A rare case of multiple cerebral aneurysms and factor VII deficiency is presented. The authors hypothesize a possible combined genetic defect similar to that of other conditions with clotting disorders. Different treatment options are discussed for factor VII deficiency in particular and multiple cerebral aneurysms in general. The authors advise treatment of all detected aneurysms in case of a subarachnoid hemorrhage rather than only treatment of the ruptured aneurysms in order to immediately start the so-called triple-H therapy.

The etiology of cerebral aneurysms has not yet been fully clarified. The reported incidence is 6–16/100 (1). Striking is the familial and regional clustering, especially in Finland and Japan, with still unknown underlying genetic factors. Moreover, cerebral aneurysms are significantly more frequent in conjunction with certain diseases and syndromes, including Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, Marfan syndrome, von Recklinghausen neurofibromatosis type 1, autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease, and coarctation of the aortic arch (2). These disorders are also associated with a higher incidence of multiple cerebral aneurysms. We describe a patient with multiple aneurysms and factor VII deficiency and discuss different treatment options as well as the possibility of a combined genetic defect.

Case Report

A 41-year-old female patient complained of sudden leg pain and lost consciousness shortly thereafter. Cranial CT (CCT) showed a subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), Fisher grade 4 (Fig 1A) (3). Subsequent digital subtraction angiography (DSA) disclosed a 2-mm aneurysm in the left posterior communicating artery (PCom) and another, 3-mm, aneurysm in the middle cerebral artery (MCA) on the left (Fig 1B). Infundibular dilatation of the right MCA was also seen. The source of bleeding could not be definitely determined. The blood distribution pointed to the PCom aneurysm as the source of bleeding. Both aneurysms were completely embolized with platinum Guglielmi detachable coils (GDCs; Fig 1C). No further aneurysms were detected. A loop hanging from the MCA aneurysm into the left M1 segment necessitated infarction prophylaxis, which was performed by initiating temporary heparinization for a week.

A reported factor VII deficiency was confirmed with blood serum levels of around 20%. The calcium antagonist nimodipine and hypervolemic hydration were used for prophylaxis of cerebral vasospasms. The systolic arterial pressure thresholds were set at 120–160 mm Hg.

The patient recovered within the first few days (Glasgow coma scale 15), but then developed an elevated intracerebral pressure of 45 mm Hg accompanied by strong headache and right-sided hemiparesis. The CCT check disclosed fresh pontine bleeding as well as internal hydrocephalus. Repeat DSA revealed a new, smoothly shaped 3-mm aneurysm at the origin of the left posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA) (Fig 2A), which showed an extravasation from the dome while adjusting for the optimal working position (Fig 2B). Uncomplicated embolization of the aneurysm was achieved with GDCs in the same session (Fig 2C).

Ventricular drainage was performed for decompression. Recombinant factor VII substitution was used to treat the factor VII deficiency with an average Quick of 40–60% and a factor VII value of 20%. The cerebral vasospasms and increasing brain pressure could not be controlled despite drainage and drug therapy. The patient died of malignant brain edema with multiple cerebral infarctions and terminal cardiac failure.

Discussion

The etiology of cerebral aneurysms has yet to be clarified. A congenital origin is thought to be probable. Striking is the familial and regional clustering. Diseases frequently associated with cerebral aneurysms—including Ehlers-Danlos syndrome type IV, Marfan syndrome, von Recklinghausen neurofibromatosis type 1, autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease, and aortic coarctation—are in part the expression of genetic abnormalities. There is also a high incidence of multiple cerebral aneurysms.

The patient described had an isolated, probably hereditary, factor VII deficiency with decreased Quick values. The hereditary factor VII deficiency is autosomal recessive and the decrease in blood serum levels less pronounced in the heterozygous than in the homozygous form.

Both the congenital and acquired factor VII deficiency is known to be associated with an increased intracranial bleeding tendency (4). To our knowledge, the extent to which clotting disorders influence the development of cerebral aneurysms has not yet been investigated. The coexistence of multiple aneurysms and an infundibular dilatation in the anterior circulation and the development of another aneurysm in the posterior circulation within a few days at least suggest
a relation beyond the incidental concurrence of two genetically determined diseases. One possibility would be a direct rheological or hemodynamic influence on the integrity of the vessel wall, as also discussed for de novo aneurysm development (2). The embolization or the bleeding itself could be a strong enough stimulus for recurrence of the PICA aneurysm. Another possibility is a direct influence of clotting factors upon the vessel wall. However, the impact of these probable additional factors on treatment, especially in the acute phase of SAH, is unclear.

Aneurysms are treated by a neurosurgical intervention or the less invasive procedure of endovascular embolization. A comparison (5) of the two methods carried out by the ISAT study shows that endovascular interventions carry a 22.6% lower relative risk and a 6.9% lower absolute risk of death or serious disability than neurosurgical management. Recurrent bleeding is rare with both treatment options after an observation period of 1 year. Detection of the bleeding source is fairly reliable in cases revealing only one aneurysm, and therapy can be initiated without delay.

There is still controversy about whether to treat further aneurysms in a different vascular territory in cases with multiple aneurysms and a localized source of bleeding. The study performed by Wiebers et al (6) reported an annual rupture risk ranging from 0.05% (<10 mm) to 1% (>10 mm), depending on the size and localization of the aneurysm. A history of SAH increased the rupture probability for aneurysms with maximum diameter <10 mm. Only giant aneurysms exceeding 25 mm in diameter ruptured in 6.5% per year. The observation period was 7.5 years (7). These study results, however, are not assessed uncritically. Various studies report a mortality of 45–83% after the first SAH (1).

In this particular case, all aneurysms demonstrated by initial angiography were treated. The PICA aneurysm responsible for the subsequent recurrent bleeding could not be detected at the first examination. It was either not yet present at that time or thrombosed and thus escaped angiographic detection; however, the increased bleeding tendency associated with fac-
tor VII deficiency must definitely be assessed here as a risk factor for the renewed SAH.

Despite immediate intervention with clipping or coiling, recurrent bleeding in the first 14 days with all its consequences is the greatest problem besides vasospasms. An unfavorable clinical course and irreversible damage are three times more frequent in patients with cerebral vasospasms. Vasospasm prophylaxis is thus advisable and typically consists of the so-called triple-H therapy. Vessel-relaxing calcium antagonists have also proved useful.

In summary, this case description should illustrate several points. There is a known connection between cerebral aneurysms and genetic diseases. This could also apply to hereditary factor VII deficiency, but further documented cases are required for confirmation. Moreover, clotting disorders in cases of cerebral aneurysms with SAH are associated with an increased intracranial rebleeding risk and a poorer clinical course. Thus, a very careful search for further aneurysms is imperative to avoid recurrent bleeding in patients with SAH and factor VII deficiency.
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